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FROM THE AIRPORTS DIRECTOR
There has never been a more exciting time at the County’s three airports, Destin-Fort Walton
Beach Airport (VPS), Bob Sikes Airport (CEW) and Destin Executive Airport (DTS). VPS is officially
the fastest-growing airport in the United States: over 1.3 million passengers will travel through
our doors in 2018, and we now serve 27 non-stop destinations, driving a lasting tourism impact
to our local economy. Our increase in air service has contributed to the addition of hundreds of
millions of dollars into our local economy and over 300 new jobs at the airport. These
thrilling times have brought forth several aggressive capital projects, including an additional
Transportation Security Administration (TSA) checkpoint lane that opened on June 19th,
reducing TSA wait times and improving our passengers’ travel experiences. The TSA PreCheck
Temporary Enrollment Center will be visiting our airport July 16-20 and July 23-27, and anyone
can schedule an appointment or walk-in to enroll in TSA PreCheck, the process takes only
five minutes! Furthermore, the Airport system is midway through a Master Planning process that
will program immediate and future needs from parking to terminal facilities and apron space
which will allow for funding agency planning and support. Our team is very proud and excited
about the growth and the economic impacts. We recommend passengers arrive at the airport
no less than two hours prior to boarding time and enjoy all the amenities we have to offer.
- Tracy Stage, Airports Director, Okaloosa County Airports
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AIR SERVICE

May 4 commenced inaugural daily non-stop service
on American Airlines to Reagan National Airport (DCA)
in Washington, D.C.

Allegiant Air began non-stop service to VPS from
Bentonville, Arkansas; Concord, North Carolina;
Evansville, Indiana; Lexington, Kentucky; Nashville,
Tennessee; and Raleigh/Durham, North Carolina in June!

American Airlines began service on their
Airbus A319 at VPS on June 7, a 128-seat capacity.

TSA CHECKPOINT EXPANDS TO THREE LANES
Our airport has experienced a 44%
passenger increase over the past two
years and facilitated over 1,175,000
passengers in 2017, the highest in
our 61-year history. The growth has
led us to construct an expanded
Transportation Security Administration
(TSA) checkpoint from two to three
lanes, creating a brand new dedicated
TSA PreCheck lane in addition to the two
standard lanes. The debut of the third
lane opened June 19, 2018, helping
to increase passenger throughput
and enhance the travel experience
for visitors during our busiest season.
We also recently selected a design
team for an expansion of our baggage
handling system. This expansion will
allow us to process checked bags much
more quickly and efficiently, speeding
up the time it takes for your bag to reach
your aircraft to ensure it flies with you.

UPCOMING PROJECTS

Fuel Farm
Expansion

Master Plan
Update

Replacement of
Chillers
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GENERAL AVIATION AIRPORTS
Beacon Refurbishment

BOB SIKES AIRPORT (CEW)

When the lighted airport beacon at CEW
stopped working a few months back, the
Airport had to make a decision on how
to proceed with repairs.
The options
were a more expensive replacement or
complete refurbishment. Quotes were obtained
from several electricians and ultimately a
purchase order was issued to Striplin Runway
Lights out of Hartford, Alabama. Not only was
refurbishment cost-effective, but it also provided
an opportunity to maintain the historical value
of the original beacon that was installed in the
1960s. Being one of the oldest fixtures along
the air corridor in NW Florida, the airport wanted
to maintain the piece of history while also providing a reliable equipment solution. When compared to a new fixture,
Striplin said the old adage is true that, “they just don’t make them like they used to”. The hope is that the refurbished beacon
motor and bearings will be more reliable than a new light while maintaining history. The project also included re-wiring the electrical
components or ‘guts’ from the ground to the light fixture while making fusing and other typical maintenance accessible near
ground level in order to prevent County electricians from having to suit-up in fall protection gear and climb
the 100-ft tower to change out archaic fuses that were difficult to replace.

DESTIN EXECUTIVE AIRPORT (DTS)
Tour Helicopter LOAs

Beach Helicopters
DTS to/from Beach Helipad

Okaloosa County Airports facilitated multiple public meetings to gather community feedback
and in response, championed letters of agreement between local tour helicopter companies,
the Airport, and the ATCT. Specific routes and flight rules were established to produce
predictability for controllers and form defined altitudes and flight paths for optimizing
safety and efficiency while finding a balance of noise reduction through route management.

Tenant Meeting

Source: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and the GIS User Community
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Okaloosa County Airports management scheduled an ‘All-Tenants’ meeting at the City of
Destin Annex Building on Thursday May 24th from 2-4pm. The meeting aimed to discuss
several items including responsibilities of all entities on the airport, changes as a result of
becoming a controlled (towered) airport, address common issues on the field, provide security
reminders along with gate code changes and updated key cards for access, review lease
policies and procedures, announce the timeframe for yearly hangar inspections, and finally,
hear from the air traffic manager and FBO general manager. Lastly, on-going and upcoming
projects were discussed for tenant awareness and future planning. If tenants were unable to
attend, they can reach out to the General Aviation Manager or Operations Coordinator for Destin
Executive Airport. Slides will be posted on the www.flydts.com website for future reference.

The Lynx FBO at Destin Executive was recently ranked 4th best
FBO in the world by Aviation International News.
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SNAPSHOT

Our therapy dog Elsa loves to greet passengers
and put smiles on their faces.

During National Police Week, we thanked our
Okaloosa County Sheriff’s Office Airport Security Unit for
their service and dedication to keeping our airport
passengers and staff safe everyday.

We love homecomings!
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) completed their 14 CFR Part
139 Annual Certification Inspection of the Destin-Fort Walton Beach Airport
(VPS). The Airports Operating Certificate serves to ensure safety in air
transportation. The rigorous inspection concluded after two days of day and
night inspections which tested the airport’s operational and safety standards,
administrative records, movement area inspections, fueling ops and facilities.
The FAA has given VPS an outstanding rating with ZERO findings. The FAA
rating and comments are a testament to the staff’s 24/365 hard work and
dedication with the expectation to always remain inspection ready.

REVIEWS

“Best TSA experience ever!! They made the start of
traveling experience great!” - MS
“Really friendly!” - DB
“Well-organized; informed personnel, clean.
Helpful signage.” MC

Congratulations to Airport Maintenance Technicians
Colin Ellington and Bernard O’Connor for receiving
Okaloosa County Public Recognition Involving
Dedicated Employees (P.R.I.D.E.) awards for their
efforts and dedication to customizing a security
position podium for the Okaloosa County Sheriff’s
Office Airport Security Unit.
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IN THE NEWS

We recently were named Best in Travel for the
2018 Finest on the Emerald Coast Awards!

On March 28, we hosted a full-scale emergency exercise in partnership with
Eglin AFB to test the effectiveness of our emergency operations plan.

In April, the Okaloosa County Tourism Development Department
and our airport opened the Emerald Coast Visitor Center,
located in baggage claim, for visitors to find more information
and recommendations in our local area. The salt-water fish
tank features local fish and marine life.
Bloomberg officially named us the #1 Fastest
Growing Airport in the United States.
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